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A new model for cloud storage



Storj object storage is fundamentally different

Unlocks stranded capacity across the enterprise

Security/privacy-first architecture

Works with existing heterogeneous hardware

CDN-like performance 

Minimal carbon footprint

Simple, scalable pricing 

High durability, availability



Storj has 3 key elements
System Overview

Nodes
Tens of thousands of shared hard drives 
store data on the network, without access to 
any complete file or usable data

Supply

Applications
Client applications store encrypted and 
encoded files split into pieces and stored 
across a distributed network

Demand

Satellites
The network enables applications to store 
data, ensures data reliability, manages 
access controls and data audit/repair

Network



Storj uses encryption and erasure encoding to 
distribute data keeping it durable and available

Encode & SplitEncrypt
AES-256-GCM

Identify Nodes Distribute

Decrypt Data Assemble File Download Segments Identify Nodes



https://demo.storj.dev/ 

● Upload every 6 seconds 
● See locations of where files 

are stored in real-time!

Live Upload Demo

https://demo.storj.dev/
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Designing our metadata orchestrator:
early goals

Horizontal 
scalability

 

Performance Strong 
consistency



Designing our metadata orchestrator:
What ended up making the decision

Postgres wire 
compatibility

 

Open source and 
on prem option

How established 
is it?
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How did CockroachDB stack up (as of 2019)? 

Traditional 
RDBMS

(Postgres)

Sharded 
RDBMS (Citus)

NoSQL 
(Cassandra) Spanner Yugabyte + YSQL TiDB

Horizontally scalable

Good performance

Strong consistency

PG wire compatible

Open source / on prem
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How did it go with CRDB?

● 5.1 billion rows
● ~5.5 TB used storage
● ~5k read ops/second
● ~1.2k write ops/second
● Averages, bursts higher



This IS the impossible



CockroachDB met and 
exceeded our early goals

Horizontal 
scalability
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Final thoughts




